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Abstract
The backbones of proteins form linear chains. In the case of some proteins, these chains can be characterized
as forming linear open knots. The knot type of the full chain reveals only limited information about the
entanglement of the chain since, for example, subchains of an unknotted protein can form knots and
subchains of a knotted protein can form different types of knots than the entire protein. To understand fully
the entanglement within the backbone of a given protein, a complete analysis of the knotting within all of
the subchains of that protein is necessary. In the present article, we review efforts to characterize the full
knotting complexity within individual proteins and present a matrix that conveys information about various
aspects of protein knotting. For a given protein, this matrix identiﬁes the precise localization of knotted
regions and shows the knot types formed by all subchains. The pattern in the matrix can be considered
as a knotting ﬁngerprint of that protein. We observe that knotting ﬁngerprints of distantly related knotted
proteins are strongly conserved during evolution and discuss how some characteristic motifs in the knotting
ﬁngerprints are related to the structure of the knotted regions and their possible biological role.

Introduction
From the first discovery of knots in the backbones of proteins
in their native state, researchers have been interested in
finding the exact location of these knots with the hope of
understanding how knots form in proteins and determining
the biological function of the knots. In the present review, we
discuss recent efforts to classify the full knotting profile in
protein backbones that, for the purpose of their topological
characterization, are represented by linear polygons with
vertices corresponding to the sequential alpha carbons. We do
not discuss the topological analysis of closed circuits formed
in part by covalent bonds along protein backbones, but also
involving inter- and intra-chain covalent bonds of cysteine
bridges or covalently bound metal atoms [1–3].
In the first systematic study aimed at detecting knotting in polypeptide chains, Mansfield [4,5] analysed the
approximately 400 protein structures known at the time
and found only two proteins that were knotted. However,
these two knots were very shallow (Mansfield called these
“loose knots”), i.e. removing just a few of the terminal amino
acids from the analysed protein would result in unknotted
chains. The fact that only two of the ∼400 protein structures
analysed could be considered as knots (and these were very
shallow) led biologists to believe that it was not possible that
protein folding pathways could result reproducibly in the
formation of deep knots. However, this changed with
the discovery of deeply knotted proteins [6] in which up
to 70 amino acids could be removed from the nearest end of
the protein and the remaining portion of the protein structure
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still could be considered as knotted. The existence of deeply
knotted proteins demonstrated that protein folding can result
in the formation of robust knots and opened the possibility
that knotted regions can have a special biological role.
Yet there were more mysterious knotting behaviours to be
discovered. Taylor [6] describes the location and depth of the
knot core of the full protein when the entire chain is knotted.
However, this paper did not report on any knotting behaviour
in subchains outside of that core. King et al. [7] were the first
to analyse the full knotting spectrum of subchains within
some proteins. They discovered slipknotted proteins (i.e.
proteins whose entire chain is unknotted, but which contains
some subchains which are knotted) as well as proteins with
multiple knotted cores of the same or various knot types.
It became clear that the knotting of the entire protein, or
even just the knotting in the core of the entire chain, was
not sufficient to describe the entirety of the knotting of the
protein.
A matrix presentation of the entirety of knotting within
proteins was introduced in [7]. This presentation encodes
the knotting of the protein and all of its subchains in a
matrix image, and provides a visual means to inspect the
knots formed by all subchains. In particular, one can see
regions forming different types of knots occurring in different
patterns. The knotted cores and their relative arrangements
provide insights into the native fold of the protein, and
could suggest why the knotting exists in these proteins. In
the remainder of the present article, we describe the matrix
presentation for knotting in proteins, discuss challenges in
describing the knotted cores and show how common patterns
of knotting within protein families suggest a deep connection
between knotting and function.
Biochem. Soc. Trans. (2013) 41, 538–541; doi:10.1042/BST20120329
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Figure 1 Matrix presentations for the proteins with PDB codes 3FR8 (left) and 2WSX (right)
Each square cell in the matrix shows the knot type of one subchain of the protein. The N-terminal amino acid position of that
subchain is indicated on the x-axis, and its C-terminal amino acid position is indicated on the y-axis. Thus the lower-left-hand
corner shows the knot type of the entire chain and cells near the diagonal correspond to very short subchains of the protein.
The intensity of the colour within each cell corresponds to the percentage of closures forming the given dominant knot
type for the subchain. The colour bar on the right shows the knot types obtained for the protein as well as a gradient for
the colouring intensity by steps of 10%. For chiral knot types, the + and − signs indicate the right- and left-handed forms
respectively.

Characterizing the knotting in proteins
Before we discuss the knotting patterns, we must be clear
about how we classify knotting in an open chain. Indeed,
defining the knot type of an open chain is an interesting
problem in itself and different algorithms are discussed
in another article in this issue of Biochemical Society
Transactions [8]. In that article, we present the uniform
closure method [9–11], whereby the knotting of an open
chain is classified as a distribution of knot types obtained by
connecting the free ends of the open chain to points uniformly
chosen on a large sphere enveloping the chain. The dominant
knot type is then labelled as the knot type of the chain. For
the remainder of the present article, we use that strategy to
classify the types of knots in open chains. Once we have
agreed on how to define the knotting of an open chain, we
can compute the knot type of the entire protein chain and
of all of its subchains. King et al. [7] defined a matrix image
presentation for encoding the knotting of all subchains of a
given protein. In [11], we built on this presentation using the
uniform closure method [8–10].
Figure 1 explains how to identify the knotting within the
subchains of a protein from its matrix presentation. Knotted
proteins, such as ketol-acid reductoisomerase from rice (PDB
code 3FR8) have the lower-left-hand corner of the matrix
presentation (corresponding to the knot type of the entire
protein chain) coloured, whereas slipknotted proteins, such
as the carnitine transporter from Escherichia coli (PDB code
2WSX), contain coloured regions elsewhere in the matrix, but
have a grey lower-left-hand corner (signifying an unknotted
arc). In addition to knots and slipknots, we sometimes
observe isolated regions in the matrix presentation containing
the same knot type, as in the two trefoil regions for 2WSX.

Knotting ﬁngerprints
For a given protein, we use the term knotting fingerprint
to denote the entirety of the knotting information present

in the matrix presentation, including types of knots present
and the regions’ sizes and shapes. For knotted or slipknotted
proteins, one sees at least one roughly rectangular region of
knotting. Each such region corresponds to a nested set
of subchains with a particular knot type. The shortest
subchain within the region (the subchain corresponding to the
cell closest to the diagonal) of the particular knot type defines
the knotted or slipknotted core. The roughly rectangular
knotting regions are not always fully filled in, since the
boundaries are transition areas where one can have two or
more knot types with similar probabilities.
Because of the nearly constant distance between sequential
α carbons and the steric exclusion of polypeptide chains,
proteins behave essentially as smooth thick tubes [12]. For
this reason, the knotting fingerprints of proteins are rather
tame, i.e. changing a subchain length by one amino acid can
result in a change of knot type that could be produced by
at most one intersegmental passage [13]. Such a behaviour
would not be expected for random chains, for example, where
shortening a subchain by one segment can result in a change of
knot type that would require more than one intersegmental
passage. By observing some knotting fingerprints, we can
see why the search for the knotted core sometimes gives
a different result when it is carried out using a top-down
approach in contrast with a bottom-up approach [14].
In the top-down approach, one removes terminal vertices
until the knot type detected for the entire protein is no longer
present, whereas in the bottom-up approach, one searches for
the shortest sequence of amino acids forming the same knot
as the entire protein. The knotting fingerprint of the DehI
protein (PDB code 3BJX) (Figure 2A) shows that the topdown approach would give a 61 core size that is approximately
40 amino acids larger than the 61 core size detected using the
bottom-up approach.
Also note that the precise pattern in the knotting
fingerprint depends on the algorithm used to determine the
knot type of an open chain. When the termini of an open
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Figure 2 Matrix presentations for the proteins with PDB codes 3BJX (left) and 2AXC (right)
Left: the determination of the knotted core for the DehI protein (PDB code 3BJX) varies by approximately 40 amino acids
depending on whether one uses a top-down or bottom-up approach since there are two distinct regions forming the 61
knot. Right: the N-terminal translocation domain for colicin E7 in E. coli (PDB code 2AXC) shows four different trefoil regions.

Figure 3 The ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolases from Plasmodium (PDB code 2WDT) (left) and humans (PDB code 3IRT) (right) have
almost identical knotting ﬁngerprints despite only 32% sequence similarity

chain are on the ‘outside’ of a chain (which is typically the
case for the entire protein chain), the different algorithms
generally agree in assigning a knot type to the chain.
However, when the termini are ‘near the centre’ of a chain
(which happens extensively when analysing subchains of
proteins), the algorithms can disagree in assigning a knot
type to the chain. The single closure algorithms (such as
chain simplification) [8] often require some ‘choices’ to be
made in order to assign an appropriate closure, and thus knot
type, for the chain. The stochastic algorithms, such as the
uniform closure procedure used here, require no ‘choices’
in these ambiguous situations since they uniformly sample
from potential knotted states and thus remain unbiased. For
example, in [11], we found that the LeuT(Aa) protein (PDB
code 2A65), contains subchains forming 31 and 41 knots. King
et al. [7] found 31 , 41 and 52 knots for 2A65. The ‘choices’
one, inevitably, is forced to make when using single closure
algorithms is a serious deficiency in the approach, and thus
we believe that the stochastic algorithms provide a more solid
characterization of the knotting within subchains. However,
note that, despite the differences in knot detection algorithms,
generally there is only a small fraction of subchains for which
the different algorithms disagree.
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We then can define a notation for the knotting regions
present in the protein. We begin with a K or S, representing
that the protein is either knotted or slipknotted respectively.
This is followed by a list of the knot types corresponding
to the regions (with multiplicity if there is more than one
region with a given knot type) in decreasing order of knotted
core length within the regions. For example, in Figure 1, the
protein 3FR8 is of type K41 31 and protein 2WSX is S31 41 31 .
This naming is not sensitive to the size, shape or placement
of the regions in the knotting fingerprint. In particular, there
are many proteins that are described simply as K31 or S31 ,
but whose matrix presentations look much different.
One might assume that the knotting fingerprints are unique
to each protein. However, we found that many knotting
fingerprint motifs reappear throughout our calculations.
Furthermore, we found that proteins with the same function
in different organisms showed similar knotting fingerprints
despite large differences in the amino acid sequences. For
example, the matrix presentation for the ubiquitin Cterminal hydrolases 3IRT (human), 1CMX (yeast) and 2WDT
(Plasmodium) are nearly identical (Figure 3) despite very
low sequence identities (ranging from 25% to 32%). This
knotting fingerprint motif has persisted through hundreds of
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millions of years of evolutionary separation, suggesting that
the knotting is indeed critical to the function of the protein.
We present several similar cases in [11]. Although the
exact function of the knotting is not yet established, the case
of cloacins and S-pyocins provides possible clues to this
mystery. Cloacins and S-pyocins are toxins which are
released by some bacteria. They enter other bacterial cells
via membrane translocation. The knotting fingerprint in
Figure 2(B) for the N-terminal translocation domain for
colicin E7 in E. coli (PDB code 2AXC) shows four isolated
regions of 31 knots (see the schematic drawing in Figure 2B
to see how these regions are created). The protein forms a
large loop strapping together several β-strands. In following
the chain, one alternates between being on different sides
of the strapping loop. If a subchain terminates on one
side of the loop, it forms a trefoil knot, but if it terminates
on the other side of the loop, an unknot is formed. Since the
large loop embraces a significant portion of the protein, one
is tempted to conjecture that this embracing stabilizes the
relevant parts of the proteins. This is consistent with results
of many researchers (see, e.g., [15–19]).

Conclusions
Today, basic information about knotted proteins is easily
accessible through many webpages [20–23] that allow
researchers to determine the knot type of a protein as well as
to locate knotted positions along the backbone. Furthermore,
the entirety of the knotting and slipknotting within the
proteins can now be visualized using the matrix presentation.
The future analysis of the knotting fingerprint motifs within
the matrix presentations will yield new clues into the critical
link between the geometrical configuration and the function
of proteins.
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